From the Administrator's Office
The third term has always been the time of the year
when our school has its main marketing drive in
preparation for the following year’s intake of new
learners. Despite the Covid-19 pandemic, our marketing
drive has continued. We have had to make adjustments
and come up with new strategies and different
methods to get our name out into the community.
However, this pandemic has reminded me of how
blessed we are to use the AEE system and to be part of
Emmanuel Private School.

The education of a child does not consist simply of
covering academic content. Children must develop
socially, emotionally and spiritually. They must also
develop and thrive physically. With this pandemic it is
more important than ever to ensure that we are paying
attention to the holistic development of our children.
Our staff members are making sure that our learners
are supported in all of these areas and that learners
have the opportunity to laugh and have fun during
these disheartening times.

Ms. Angie Motshekga, our country’s Minister of Basic
Education, gave a press briefing at the end of August.
She shared the latest statistics on the amount of
learning time that has been lost to schools due to the
pandemic. Ms. Motshekga reported that in 2020
schools lost between 50% - 75% of learning time
compared to the 2019 academic school year. It is
estimated that for 2021, 50% of learning time has
already been lost this year. This means that the average
public school has lost between 95-142 learning days in
2020 and that they have lost about 95 learning days so
far this year.

This newsletter will give you a small taste of the
activities that took place at King’s Way and Emmanuel
during the second half of term 3. It is always
encouraging to read the learners’ perspectives on the
different school activities. I want to encourage all of our
parents and staff members to not grow weary in the
enormous task of educating and developing the
learners of King’s Way and Emmanuel especially during
these difficult times. The apostle Paul reminds us of this
in his letter to the Galatians:

We are so grateful that at Emmanuel, our learners only
lost 4 academic days in 2020. This year our learners lost
4 days in January due to the nation-wide delay in
reopening schools. Thanks to dedicated staff members
and parents, we have been able to follow our school
calendar and provide online learning when learners
were unable to attend school. Our learners have been
privileged to be able to have minimal disruptions to
their school year.

“Do not be deceived: God cannot be mocked. A man
reaps what he sows. Whoever sows to please their
flesh, from the flesh will reap destruction; whoever
sows to please the Spirit, from the Spirit will reap
eternal life. Let us not become weary in doing
good, for at the proper time we will reap a harvest if
we do not give up. Therefore, as we have
opportunity, let us do good to all people, especially
to those who belong to the family of believers.”
Galatians 6:7-10
By: Lisa McCartney
Administrator – Head of Governance

At King’s Way the Grade R learners
continue to work towards getting ready for
Grade 1. This is done by learning to
recognise, formulate and remember
phonetic sounds. The learners have
recently made ‘Jimmy Jaguar’- puppets and
they were able to participate in mini puppet
shows during class. The Grade RR learners
have been doing comprehension skills
development, midline crossing and spatial
orientation. Marble painting art and
listening to stories on how God wants us to
treat one another were included in their
activities. The Grade RRR learners have
started to work with scissors under
constant supervision and with the
necessary help. Comparing the scissors to a
crocodile that opens his mouth wide and
then closes it, helped the learners to know
what to do when cutting paper.
The teachers explained to the learners the
difference between caring and hurting
hands. We shared Psalm 73:23 with them,
“Yet I am always with you; you hold me by
my right hand.” The learners were made
aware that their hands can hurt their
friends or those around them and they
have a choice if they want to be kind or to
hurt others. This has made everyone
conscious about their behaviour and
everyone is trying their best to be kind
rather than say or do something mean to
another.
Practice for our end of year concert in
November has already commenced. We are
also excited about the rest of term three
and the various activities that will be taking
place, especially Spring Day, our next
puppet show, Heritage Day dress-up, and
many arts and crafts activities.
By: Mrs. Natalie Oosthuizen
King's Way Principal
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The
learners
enjoy building
their puzzles every Friday.

September
Learner of the
Month!
Rorisang Mahahle is a friendly and
kind little boy, who has a quick smile to
share with everyone. He is always
determined to finish his academic
activities. Rorisang has grown in
confidence and has become more
sociable. He enjoys playing with his
friends in class.

Well done, Rorisang!

The Grade RR and Grade RRR
learners have learned that hurting
hands make God sad and that we
must have loving, caring hands.
Say “No!” to hurting hands.
This is part of our
‘Family is Special’- theme.

GRADE R'S HARD AT WORK
Tsholofelo working in her Mathematics pace. It is fun to learn about
different patterns.

Lois enjoys to work in her English Pace. She completed a
comprehension activity and did very well!

The Grade R learners enjoyed this fun art activity. They made a Jimmy Jaguar puppet.
Jimmy Jaguar is the phonetic sound they learned during the week and they completed various
exciting activities to assist them in recognising, hearing and pronouncing this incredible sound.

Levi Rooibaatjie

Lwazi Mujovo

Zamokuhle Ndweni

Dairy and Wool Farms Puppet Show

The whole of King's Way had a great time watching the puppet show presented by Drizzle
Productions. The show is called 'Dairy and Wool Farms' and it is exciting and educational. The
learners enjoyed it when Buzzy Bee and Mary the Little Lamb also came to visit. Everyone had
fun singing along and listening to the interesting stories.

Grade 1's Had Fun During
Literature Week
Books are so exciting in Grade One!
The Foundation Phase had Literature Week
from 16-20 August. During this week, the
Grade 1 learners explored how books and
paper are made. Then we learnt how books
are written and compiled into a book before
it gets to the bookshop. We had some fun
acting out one of the stories that we read at
the end of the day. The story was called
“Elsie”. In this story Elsie had a tickly itch…
or was it an itchy tickle? We read a fun
story every day just before going home.
What a great way to relax and unwind from
a long day of hard work!
By: Belinda Sterzel
Grade 1 Supervisor

The parable of "The Wedding Banquet", by Lesedi Matsele

The Parables of Jesus
In one of the activities during Literature Week,
the grade ones had a look at some of the
parables that Jesus used to explain concepts to
the people. Every learner was assigned a parable
to share with the rest of the class in the form of a
speech. Some went the extra mile and dressed
up for the occasion. Remothabetse told us about
the parable of “The Sower” and Bohlokwa talked
about the parable of "The Ten Virgins”. Hlenga
dressed like Jesus telling the story of the
parable of "The Two Sons”. Ivakele talked about
the parable of “The Lost Son” while Joel talked
about “The Good Samaritan”. They did an
amazing job and were so well prepared. Well
done to all the Grade Ones! I enjoy the
enthusiasm that you have for life every day. I am
a blessed teacher.

By: Belinda Sterzel
Grade 1 Supervisor

Grade 1's prepared orals for Literature Week on
different parables from the Bible. They had fun
dressing up and creating props and pasting pictures
to accompany their orals.

Two Grade ones studying the globe to complete their science
project. They learnt that the part that the sun shines on is day
and the other side is night time .

The Grade ones enthusiastically saying their term scripture:
Joshua 10:1-15. This is quite a long piece. Well done!

The Grade ones also took part in the Palm Tree Learning Centre
Fundraiser by dressing up according to their favourite sport
activities.

Hard work pays off even in Grade one! A top five learner
wearing civvies and doing arts and crafts as part of her
reward. See the pretty hat she made!

Reading and Telling
Stories for
Literature Week
My name is Jandré Hanekom and I’m going to tell
you about literature week. We learned that it is
good to read and we can write our own stories.
The pictures must be big and colourful. The story
was about things we can do. We can do things like
wave and sleep. We can also tell stories by using
hand puppets. It was fun.

By: Jandré Hanekom
Grade 2

Grade two learners actively taking part in the
story their fellow student is telling by using a
picture.

My Cat

Grade two learners learnt to use pictures to tell stories. More
than one learner helped to tell the same story using different
picutres. This is called shared story telling which also
demonstrates shared reading.

I have a cat.
It looks like a bat.
She sits on my hat
and runs like a rat.
I give her food,
then she is good.
She sleeps all day,
then she wants to play.
That is all I want to say
about my cat today.

By: Annebelle Kruger
Grade 2

Jesus is my Friend
Jesus is my friend.
His love will never end.
He created the flower
and He washes away my sins like a shower.
He created the tree
and on the cross He made me free.
He created the ground
and the lovely birds’ sound.
He created the sea and the dam
and He says, “I am”.
By: Jandré Hanekom
Grade 2

The Grade two learners used hand puppets to tell
each other stories in Literature Week.
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In science we learnt that a
seed has three parts. I need
water, cotton wool and
sunlight to make a bean
grow. It takes time to grow.
It was interesting.

By: Thumta Ggotiswa
Grade 2
Inside the Issue

TOP FIVE LEARNERS HAD FUN

I am going to tell you about our
Top 5 outing. On 27 August, we
went to the hall for our Top 5
outing. We had lots of fun! It was
like making a mess without
getting into trouble. Then we
made hats. We used material,
containers, and CDs. Afterwards
we took pretty pictures. We then
modelled our hats. Soon after
that we made a flower and
butterfly from paper. It turned
out amazingly.
We ate pizza and played
Monopoly. Then we went back to
class to pack our things and go
outside. We sat and played with
the toy slime we made. The bell
rang - it was time to go home!
We waited for our parents to
fetch us. Top 5

was fun. I want to do it again. I
will work hard every day and try
my best! Thank you!
By: Esther Adeyemi
Grade 3
During Top 5 we had pizza to eat.
It was so good. We also played
Monopoly and I had so much fun.
It was the best! Now I know how
to play Monopoly. I loved it. I did
not like it when the toy slime we
made got all over my hands and
clothes, but it was still fun. I love
Top 5.
By: Lalique Oosthuizen
Grade 3
On 27 August we had Top 5. With
Top 5, you do not do any work.
You do fun things like playing

games such as ‘Monopoly’, and
we ate pizza.
By: Celiwe Malinga
Grade 3

Grade 3's Enjoyed Literature Week

I am going to tell you about our
Literature Week. We did our
Afrikaans oral. We drew pictures
out of our “Tippie”- books to use
as visual aids. We prepared our
reading for a week and then read
our book to the class. I had lots
of fun reading in Afrikaans.

slingshot with a pretend stone
and killed me. He then took my
sword and pretended to chop my
head off. We had so much fun.
We did it in the hall and the
Cedars were our audience.
By: Nkosi Mkhabela
Grade 3

We also did an oral book report
for our English speech. My book
report was about Queen Esther
in the Bible. I love Queen Esther
because we have the same
name. I enjoyed Literature Week.
I love reading.
By: Esther Adeyemi
Grade 3

For Literature Week we did an
oral book report. I did a story
from my ‘Bible Story Book’ called
“In the Beginning”. My family all
helped me to prepare for my
speech. My uncle made the
visual aid. My mom printed a
yellow T- shirt with the creation
on it. I had a star on my head for
when God created the stars. I
love Jesus. I thank God for my
family who always helps me.
By: Celiwe Malinga
Grade 3

It was Literature Week. A friend
and I practiced the story of David
and Goliath. I said, “I am
Goliath!! If anyone can kill me,
we will be your slaves, but if I can
kill him, you will be our slaves.” I
laughed. My friend said, “I am
David. I am a shepherd boy.” I
laughed at him. He then slung his

We did an oral book report for
our speech. I did Cinderella at
home for my mom and sisters.
When we did it in the hall, I even

pretended to vacuum the hall
when I was cleaning the house as
Cinderella did. The best part was
when I could wear my princess
dress. I had an old gown over my
princess dress and took it off
when I became the princess.
By: Lalique Oostuizen
Grade 3
During Literature Week we had
to study a poem to recite it in
front of the class. I drew pictures
to help me remember the words.
Mrs van Niekerk showed us some
actions that made it easy and
fun. It taught me more about
God. I loved acting my poem out.
By: Hayley Vilakazi
Grade 3

Art in the Grade 3 Class
My sunflower is so pretty, and I enjoyed
doing it. I like to draw and paint. Drawing
makes me happy. I love my sunflower. When
I painted it, I remembered that yellow means
to have joy in your heart.
By: Ephraim Tondo
Grade 3
I used the same colours for my sunflower as I
used to paint a fire. I enjoy art very much. I
made my background by spraying paint over
my page.
By: Zidane Chembe
Grade 3
We cut out a circle and stuck it with Prestik
in the middle of our page. We used pastels to
colour over it. On the top we used colours
for a sunset - red, orange, pink and yellow.
At the bottom we coloured with blue, green
and light purple. We then used a tissue to
blend the colours. We took off the circle and
with black we drew the same things on the
top and in the water, just upside down. It
was fun. I love my picture.
By:Bokamoso Maribe
Grade 3
I enjoy art. It makes me relax. My sunset
picture is pretty. It looks so real; I am glad we
did it. I am going to give my picture to my
dad. He loves my art and saves all my
pictures.
By: Rebecca van der Linde
Grade 3

Grade 4 hosted
a Fun
Sports Dress-up
Fundraiser

On Friday 27 August our Learning Centre hosted a
‘Sports Dress-Up Day’ fundraiser. We could dress up
as a fan of our favourite sport, such as a soccer
player, a rugby player or a tennis player. The best
dressed learners in each phase stood a chance of
winning a prize if they dressed up the most creatively.
I enjoyed this very much because it felt like I was
going to participate in a soccer tournament. All my
friends looked really amazing and they put a lot of
effort into their outfits.
The winners were Bokamoso Maribe from the
foundation phase, Boikanyo Molebatsi from the
intermediate phase, and Junior Nasir from the high
school.
By: Katleho Mofokeng
Grade 4

Paper Mache Art Projects

This term’s second art project
was about making a mask out
of paper mache. What we
needed to make the paper
mache
were
lots
of
newspapers, wood glue, a
plastic container, a balloon, as
well as a paint brush. First, we
had to shred the newspapers
into smaller pieces. Then we
had to carefully make a
solution consisting of wood
glue and water. After this was
done, our teacher blew up
balloons for us, using a balloon
pump. When all this was done,
we had to carefully apply the
solution to the balloon, using
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balloon with newspaper. We
repeated this process about
five times in order to make five
layers of newspaper covering
the balloon. Once the paper
mache had dried, we could
begin painting it. Painting it
was so much fun. We had to
make it look like a mask. I
really enjoyed doing this art
project.
By: Bubele Sosibo
Grade 4

It is a privilege to serve
This term for ‘His Servants’ we
learnt about what serving
means and why it is important
to serve others. We had the
privilege of serving our friends
and families through random
acts, such as letting someone go
first in line, greeting others
first,
cleaning
up
after
ourselves and even praying for
a friend. We also earned merits
for doing random acts of
kindness, but the best part
about this has been the blessing
of serving others, because it
made us feel good in our
hearts. This experience has
been so much fun.
By: Lethabo Mpholo
Grade 4

Grade 5's Took Part in Sports Dress-up Day

On Friday 27 August we had a
fundraiser at school. Our
teacher said that if we pay
R10, we may dress up as any
team in any sport we support.
The whole school participated
in the fundraiser, even some
of the teachers! It was
interesting to see which
sports
teams
everybody
supported.
There
were
supporters of the Springboks,
Pirates, Manchester United,
Liverpool and Kaizer Chiefs. I
was wearing black and white
in support of the Pirates, my
friends
were
supporting
Manchester United. Fun
things are happening at
school this term!
By: Tinyiko Cossa
Grade 5

Using Different Mediums for Art is Fun!
I like drawing and doing art because you can use any colour
and draw anything. I love drawing dogs because it is one of
the hardest things to draw (at least for me it is). I drew this
cool looking dog that has so many different colours: it has
brown, yellow, blue, pink, black and white colours. It took
me two days to do it, but I am so happy about the design
and the end result. The other dog drawing is made with
charcoal pencils. Shading is quite difficult with the charcoal
pencils, but I tried and I think it came out pretty good!
By: Kaidyn Slabbert
Grade 5

Adventurous Alliteration
Grade sixes are learning about alliteration in
their Paces:
Stop slurping soup like a silly, sulky
starfish under the sea!
Could Cory’s cat catch colourful corn and
carry it?
Sarah should sometimes say what she
wants to say.
Honest Harry hoards honey when he’s
happy.
By: Ini Fatunla
Grade 6
Senior Cedar students introducing Grade 7's to the High School

High School Promotion Event
On Thursday 26 August the grade sevens were invited to a high
school promotion event in the school hall. When we arrived
there, we were welcomed by the senior Cedar students. We
played a game called “30 Seconds” for about 30 minutes. After
the game, the Cedars told us about the All Africa Convention, the
various high school sport activities, the different grade 12 exit
opportunities which are available, and the reasons for why they
are glad that they are at Emmanuel Private School. We then
played another game called “Pictionary”. When it was time to
leave, they gave us orange packets filled with sweets and
stationery. When we left, we felt happy and excited about going
to high school next year!
By: Hadassah Mayombo
Grade 7
All the Grade 7 learners had to go to the hall on Thursday 26
August at 12:00. At first I was a little bit nervous, but it turned
out to be the most exciting day ever! We played games and
laughed until we cried. Then the seniors gave us some tips on
choosing our future careers, and told us more about the high
school here at EPS. We were also surprised with a packet filled
with sweets. Now I am looking forward going to high school next
year.
By: Alusani Moshapo
Grade 7

My Arrival in South Africa

The day I arrived in South Africa from the Congo was great as I
was looking forward to being in a new environment and meeting
all kinds of people. I was a bit nervous and anxious because I
knew that I had to adapt to this new way of life. Knowing that
my parents were no longer going to live with me really made me
sad and stressed. But, eventually I became used to that. My only
struggle was to learn English as it became my second language.
French is my mother tongue. It was very tough for me to go to
school because I had to understand the work, but my teachers
were of great help in explaining and helping me to adjust. With
hard work and effort I pulled through and now I’m enjoying my
days in South Africa. I am grateful to be a student at EPS.
By: Esdras Kamin
Grade 9

Eddie eats emu eggs and has enormous
ears.
Could Cory’s cat cartwheel over cars?
Every evening Elly eats eleven eggs.
Leonardo Lizard loves learning lots of
languages.
Pitty Peacock patiently practiced his
piano.
Oliver Ostrich often offers oranges to
others.
By: Lineo Makhutla
Grade 6

Winter
Winter is a very cold season. It is not that
popular because it is sometimes painfully
cold and there are illnesses which accompany
it, like flu. Our bodies are also overcome by
laziness and stiffness, both resulting from the
great cold.
Even though the winter season may not be
the best time of the year, it does have its
benefits. When you are confined to the
warmth of your blankets, a great appreciation
for winter overcomes your previous remarks
made when there was no warmth
surrounding you. Winter is also the best time
to enjoy a movie at home in the comfort of
your pyjamas with a big mug filled with hot
chocolate at hand. It is the most laid back
time of the year. Even though it is a struggle
waking up in the morning, nothing beats the
feeling of knowing that it is time to get into a
warm bed at night. Like summer, winter is a
season that presents people with a mixed bag
of opinions and emotions. I am truly
appreciative that winter is what it is.
By: David Makhuvele
Grade 9

On 20 August the Cedars had their Honour Roll
outing. It was my final Honour Roll outing as I am
almost done with high school. Due to Covid, we
were unable to leave the school premises. I
thought we would do the usual: watch movies
and play games. However, Mrs Croucam, who
was organising Honour Roll this term, had a
brilliant idea to let us make a photo album. It
was something different. I was really looking
forward to making my own photo album.
The day had finally arrived. It was so much fun. I
really enjoyed spending time with my friends.
We listened to music while we made our albums.
It was not as easy to make as we had
anticipated. We were not able to complete
them. Despite this, it was an amazing day. What
a great way to enjoy my last Honour Roll outing!
By: Amira Nasir
Grade 12
The Cedars, although seen as the mature leaders
in the school, still enjoy having fun and getting
our hands dirty. This term’s Honour Roll was the
perfect occasion to show our artistic side. Our
main activity for the day was to create a little
scrapbook from scratch. We had to measure,
fold and stick pieces of thick paper together to
make the pages, and for the cover we stuck
together pieces of cardboard. Next, we had to
decorate the covers we had made. We had a
wide selection of beautiful paper to choose
from: some with dots, some with stripes, and
some even with butterflies. With some

Cedars Having
Fun With Arts
and Crafts for
Honour Roll!

assistance from Mrs. Croucam, everybody made
wonderful looking covers. After several hours of
working on the scrapbook, we took a long break to
enjoy the pizza we had ordered. When we were
done eating, we headed back to the hall to finish
our scrapbooks. Before our day of fun could end,
however, the Almond Branch Learning Centre
decided to treat us with performing speeches that
they had prepared; it was a very pleasant (and
cute) note to end the day off with. I’d say that the
Cedars can agree that this was a fun and
memorable Honour Roll.
By: Emily Rencken
Grade 8
This term’s honour roll was hosted in the hall. We
did scrapbooking which none of us expected to do.
We had to assemble the album from scratch and it
was plenty of work. However, it was fun and
exciting. In the morning, we had a mini breakfast
with some hot chocolate and muffins. In the
afternoon, we had pizzas and cold drinks. Honour
roll this term was an adventure for the non-crafty
people!
By: Tshiamo Kgosietsile
Grade 8
Who would’ve thought that experiencing an
Honour roll “outing” amidst a pandemic would be
so much fun. Well, that is exactly how our Honour
roll “outing” was on Friday 20 August. Scissors,
sticky white glue and a sizzling gas heater were
but a few of our surroundings. Our task for the day
was so sentimental – designing our own personal
photo album. How fitting for my last Honour Roll
outing. We decorated our albums, sipped on some
hot chocolate and sunk our teeth into homemade
muffins. As if all of that was not enough, we
gulped down individual large pizzas. The
experience was bittersweet though. My last
Honour Roll…. The greatest part of it all was
getting to experience it at home – in our school
hall!
By: Bokgoni Mokhatla
Grade 12

On Friday 27 August we wore our
favourite sports t-shirts at my school. It
was super fun and amazing to see
other people wearing their t-shirts. I
was wearing a Manchester United tshirt because I love the team and my
favourite player is Marcus Rashford. He
will probably become my second
favourite because Christiano Ronaldo is
coming back to the team. Personally I
loved everyone’s t-shirts, but one that
really stood out was a sixth grader,
because he wore one of Kaizer Chiefs’
and had a number plate. It really
reminded me of the Pirates and Kaizer
Chiefs fans and their spirit. I think
that’s the reason we had a sports tshirt day, since we can’t go to matches.
They wanted to bring the spirit of
sports to us. There were also prizes for
those who were the best looking. Sadly
it wasn’t me, but my friend won. He
honestly deserved it because he wore a
basketball t-shirt and pants and it
looked great on him. He actually looked
like a basketball player. Overall I really
enjoyed it and I hope everyone else did
too.
By Lesedi Jabanyane
Grade 8

Cedars were Game for Sports Dress-Up Day

EPS Staying Active by Doing Virtual Cross Country

With Virtual Cross Country, you can choose your own venue for
walking or running.

This is How it Works

With the onset of the Covid-19 pandemic
and the restrictions placed on so many
school sports, the Southern African
Christian Schools Sports Association
wanted to encourage learners, parents
and staff members within the association
to keep active. One of the ways they are
doing this is through the virtual cross
country.
If you like running or walking or you
would like to get fit, this is for you. Any
student, parent, family member or staff
member can participate in the official
SACSSA event. Participants walk or run
the distance according to their age group.
They may also choose to take part in the
fun run. The fun run distances are 5km,
10km and 15km.
How it works:
Participants decide on which event
they would like to enter.
Pay R30-00 entrance fee to be
registered at SACSSA. This is done
through the school.
The fun part is that you choose your
own venue where to walk or run.
Use your phone app to measure your
distance and keep record of your
time.
Take a screen shot of the total and
send the photo to the intermediate
phase cell phone and voila, you’re
done!

We would like to encourage as many of our learners, parents and
staff to participate in the virtual cross country. It is great fun as well
as a healthy family activity. If you receive a placing in the official
SACSSA event, you will also receive a certificate from SACSSA.
The EPS participants who receive one of the top five places of the
virtual cross country or the fun run also receive points for their
house team. So the more family members you get to participate, the
more points you earn for your team. Remember that the winning
team at the end of each term receives a treat.
GO EAGLES! GO LIONS!
By: Mrs. Croucam
Virtual Cross Country assistant.
On Saturday 21 August, I participated in the Virtual Cross Country
with some of the teachers. We walked five kilometres, but halfway
we all had a small break. We saw a lot of people and animals at the
Eco Park. After we had walked five kilometres we had brunch. There
were muffins, hot dogs and oranges to eat, as well as coffee, tea,
hot chocolate and Milo to drink. When we packed up the wind
started to blow and then one of the teacher’s plastic bag blew away,
but we managed to catch it. Then we went home.
By: Johan Hanekom
Grade 6
On Saturday 21 August I participated in the Virtual Cross Country
event with my friend and her family. We walked from her house to
S.W.5 It was such a great experience because we were having
interesting conversations and we were seeing so many beautiful
houses during the walk. The walk was so refreshing. We were so
surprised because we didn’t think that we will finish the 6km walk as
fast as we did. I thought I would wake up the next day with really
painful legs, but surprisingly I didn’t experience that. I would
definitely love to participate in the next Virtual Cross Country event.
I can’t wait to find out which place I got for this event. I hope I am
one of the Top 3!
By: Kamohelo Mofokeng
Grade 9

EPS Learners of the Month
September

Thumta Gxotiswa
Grade 2

Thumtha is a soft-spoken young lady, who enjoys
sharing her ideas with others. Her calm nature
shows contentment in all circumstances. She
makes the most of every situation. Thumtha
never gives up, because she knows she is able to
accomplish anything. She is a very creative
learner. She is kind and also hopeful of her
future. Thumtha is a blessing!

Lwazi Mbambo
Grade 9

Lwazi is an extraordinary young man in many
ways:
Being transparent makes him true to himself
He stands his ground
He is bold in his beliefs
His thinking process is extremely creative
Life’s challenges do not get the better of him
He is a good friend
Determination to try harder in order to
succeed is evident in his work ethic
Respect for his teachers and displaying good
manners come naturally to him
It is a privilege to teach Lwazi and watch him
grow in his walk with God!

